
Tambour embroidery refers to the technique of making a chain stitch (crochet stitch) as the decorative or structural ele-
ment of a design. Commonly used as a pure embroidery technique using colorful threads to create design, it is also a 

popular technique for bead embroidery and lace net embroidery, where a fine tulle (hexagonal open netting) is used as the 
base material and fine thread is used as the embroidery material. This latter technique has such Irish names as Coggeshall 
Lace, Limerick and Carrick-ma-cross.

When the threads or yarns are the principal material used, the technique results in a decorative running stitch used for outlin-
ing or filling work. When beads, sequins or other threadable elements are used, the tambour stitch serves as the structural 
element joining these materials to the base fabric.

The base material, whether cambric or netting, should be mounted in an embroidery hoop or other frame which will keep 
it taut. It is this taut material, much like the head of a drum, which gives this technique its name.

The finished surface for beadwork will typically be the underside. For decorative embroidery, the finished surface will usu-
ally be the topside which displays the looped stitch. Tambour frames are commonly mounted on a table or floor stand as 
both hands must be free to work the stitches. There should be provision for pivoting, so the underside can be viewed as the 
work progresses.

PREPARATION 

Place the needle in the handle, so the open side of the hook faces the 
set screw and the point of the needle extends approximately 3/4”. This 
will provide instant orientation of the needle by simply noting where the 
set screw is. The finer needles are preferred for the silks and fine fabrics 
and for general beadwork. The heavier needles are preferred for deco-
rative embroidery where heavier threads will require the larger hook.

If you are placing a pattern on your fabric, do so on the side which will 
be facing up as this is the working side. Stretch the fabric taut in your 
frame and you are ready to begin.

TECHNIQUE
The needle must always be held in a vertical position above the frame with the right hand (assuming a right handed person). 
The other hand is positioned underneath and feeds the thread unto the hook for each stitch.

Begin by inserting the hook through the material. Catch the folded end of the thread on the underside and pull it through 
leaving a 1/2” tail extending on the underside and a loop on the top side.

With the needle through the just formed loop on the top side, insert the hook through the material a short distance ahead on 
your design line and catch the long thread from below, pulling it up as a new loop, through the first loop.

In pulling through, exert a slight pressure on the unbroken back surface of the needle to prevent snagging as you pull it back 
through the fabric. Proceed in this manner, following your design.

When completed, insert the hook from the underside of the fabric and pull the last loop through to this side (the back of the 
finished piece). Feed the free end of the thread through this loop and pull, making a knot.

BEAD EMBROIDERY: The beads are attached from underneath. Thread your beads onto your working thread. Work as 
for embroidery, picking up each new loop after each bead. When completed, pull the working thread through to a top side 
and pull through the last loop.

AVAILABLE TOOLS:
 Tambour needles are available in sizes #70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130 and 160 (largest). 
 Professional Tambour/Embroidery Table Frame 10” x 20” [LH10]
 Tambour/Embroidery Frame with Table Stand, 10” Round [TS38] 

BIBLIOGRAPHY:  BRODERIE D’ART DE LUNEVILLE, Bruno Faure
   POINT DE BEAUVAIS DE A-Z, Marie-Claude Chambon
   LA BRODERIE DE LUNEVILLE, Roland Gravelier and Mick Fouriscot
   TAMBOUR WORK, Yasai Fukuyama
   INTRODUCTION TO TAMBOUR BEADING, DVD, Robert Haven

Additional supplies can be obtained from your local supplier or directly from:

LACIS.com 3163 Adeline Street, Berkeley, CA  94703                      tel: (510) 843-7178
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Lacis TAMBOUR EMBROIDERY SET

INCLUDES
   Traditional WOOD HANDLE with brass needle grip, 1 each: #70 (fine), #90 (medium) & #120 (large) needle  
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